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Introduction
This work demonstrates how as-grown hydrogen titanate nanotubes (HTNT) bend and wrap on pristine copper oxide (Cu2O) nanowires when mixed together. Upon ion irradiation, the formation of the heterojunction Nano-network
between wrapped HTNT onto Cu2O nanowires takes placed through ion beam mixing process. This newly formed thin film surface upon irradiation shows the powerful nature of higher electrical conductivity. The ion beam
modification and heterojunction formation are investigated using a Monte Carlo based 3D state-of-the-art simulation, which emphasize that sputtering and ion-beam mixing play crucial role to form such nano-network. The
observed wrapping and heterojunction possess excellent mechanical strength and flexibility, which further allows it to use to fabricate flexible electronic device.

Objectives

TRI3DYN Simulation

 Self-wrapping and junction formation of two different one-dimensional
nanostructured metal oxides (Cu2O and H2Ti3O7).
 Ion beam mixing and joining of two dissimilar ceramic nanowire and nanotube
respectively.
 Formation of core-shell p-n junction by self-wrapping and ion beam mixing.
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Samples

we have performed DFT
simulations
by
placing
hydrogen titanate on copper
oxide at 2 Å distance.

 Low energy Ar+ ion irradiation leads to the significance joining between two ceramic 1D
nano materials.
 TRI3DYN simulation predicts formation of mechanical junction through ion beam mixing.
 With increasing ion fluence, conductivity of the sample enhanced with higher HTNT
weight ratio.
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